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Can a crystal be the ground state of a Bose system?
Maksim D. Tomchenko
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics
14b, Metrolohichna Str., Kyiv 03143, Ukraine
It is usually assumed that the Bose crystal at T = 0 corresponds to the genuine ground
state of a Bose system, i.e., it is described by the wave function without nodes. By means
of a simple analysis based on the general principles, we prove that the ground state of a
periodic Bose system corresponds to a liquid or gas, but not to a crystal. One can expect that
it is true also for a system with zero boundary conditions, because the boundaries should not
affect the bulk properties. Hence, a zero-temperature natural crystal should correspond to an
excited state of a Bose system. The wave functions Ψ0 of a zero-temperature Bose crystal are
proposed for zero and periodic boundary conditions. Such Ψ0 describe highly excited states of
the system that correspond to a local minimum of energy (absolute minimum corresponds to
a liquid). Those properties yield the possibility of existence of superfluid liquid H2, Ne, Ar,
and other inert elements. We propose possible experimental ways of obtaining them.
1 Introduction
In nature, liquids usually crystallize at the cooling. This leads to the natural commonly
accepted assumption that the lowest state of a dense Bose system corresponds to a crystal.
However, we will see in what follows that this is apparently not the case. The question about
the structure of the ground state is of primary importance. In a strange way, it has been
little investigated in the literature. Below, we will try to clarify this question mathematically
(Sect. 2) and consider the possible experimental consequences (Sect. 3). In this regard, we
mention the book by K. Mendelssohn [1], that provides an excellent review of the history of
the development of low-temperature physics till 1965.
2 Mathematical substantiation
In the literature, two types of solutions were proposed for the wave function (WF) Ψc0 of
the ground state (GS) of a Bose crystal: condensate type and condensateless one. Both
correspond to WF without nodes. Thus, it is assumed that the crystal at T = 0 corresponds
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to the genuine GS of the system. Based on the general principles, we will show in what
follows that the genuine GS of a periodic Bose system of any density corresponds to a liquid
or gas, but not to a crystal. We consider a system of spinless bosons that is uniform on large
scales and does not undergo the action of external fields.
The condensateless ansatz reads (see works [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and reviews [7, 8, 9])
Ψc0 ≈ eS0
∑
Pc
N∏
j=1
ϕ(rj −Rj), (1)
where rj and Rj are the coordinates of atoms and lattice sites, respectively, N is the number
of atoms in the system, and Pc means all possible permutations of coordinates rj . The
function S0 is usually written in the Bijl–Jastrow approximation [10, 11]:
S0 =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
S2(ri − rj). (2)
The exact formula for S0 is as follows [12, 13]:
S0 =
1
2!
j1 6=j2∑
j1j2
S2(rj1 − rj2) +
1
3!
j1 6=j2;j2 6=j3∑
j1j2j3
S3(rj1 − rj2 , rj2 − rj3) + . . .
+
1
N !
j1 6=j2;j2 6=j3;...;jN−1 6=jN∑
j1j2...jN
SN(rj1 − rj2, rj2 − rj3, . . . , rjN−1 − rjN ). (3)
Here, the sum including Sj describes the j-particle correlations. In ansatz (1), the crystal
lattice is postulated, and it is assumed that the atoms execute small oscillations near the
sites. The function ϕ(r) from (1) in the approximation of small oscillations is ϕ(r) = e−α
2r2/2
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The simple analysis shows that, for such solution, no condensate of atoms is
present [8, 14, 15].
The condensate ansatz reads [16, 17]
Ψc0 ≈ eS0e
−
N∑
j=1
θ(rj)
, (4)
where function θ(r) is periodic with periods of the crystal. This solution is of the wave type
and is characterized by a condensate with WF Ψc(r) ≃ e−θ(r). The crystal-like solutions with
a condensate were considered in other approaches as well [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24].
In order to verify the bulk structure of solutions, we can use any boundary conditions
(BCs). Let us test the crystal solutions (1), (4) for periodic BCs. The periodic system is
translationally invariant, which yields two consequences. (i) The properties of a system on a
ring must not change at a rotation of the ring. This holds provided that, at a displacement
of the system as a whole by the radius-vector δr → 0, WF of the system is multiplied by a
constant:
Ψ(r1 + δr, . . . , rN + δr) = (1 + ipδr)Ψ(r1, . . . , rN) = e
ipδrΨ(r1, . . . , rN). (5)
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(ii) Since
Ψ(r1 + δr, . . . , rN + δr) =
(
1 + δr
∑
j
∂
∂rj
)
Ψ(r1, . . . , rN ), (6)
relation (5) yields
PˆΨ ≡ −i~
∑
j
∂
∂rj
Ψ = ~pΨ. (7)
Therefore, any solution Ψ(r1, . . . , rN) of the Schro¨dinger equation with periodic BCs should
be an eigenfunction of the momentum operator Pˆ, i.e., it should satisfy conditions (5) and
(7). This is well known from quantum mechanics.
The most widely used ansatz is WF (1), where the coordinates of sites Rj are fixed and are
independent of the coordinates of atoms rj . However, such ansatz does not satisfy conditions
(5) and (7). Indeed, for ϕ(r) = e−α
2r2/2, we have:
PˆΨc0 = i~α
2Ψc0
∑
j
(rj −Rj) 6= ~pΨc0. (8)
With regard for the anharmonic corrections to ϕ(r), the formula for PˆΨc0 is complicated, but
the conclusion does not change. More complicated modifications of WF (1) were proposed in
[25, 26] (visual interpretation of the approach in [26] was given in [27]). For them, relation (7)
does not hold as well. In particular, for a one-dimensional (1D) periodic system, let us make
translation rj → rj + δr in the function ΨT (R) =
∫
Ξ(R, S)dS [26] with the replacement
sj → sj + δr. Then the limits of integration change. ΨT will be invariable, if the values of
Ξ(R, s1, . . . , sN) are the same at sj = δr and sj = L + δr for any j (one, two, . . . , N ; L is
system size). But this is not satisfied for Ξ(R, S) from [26]. That is, ΨT (R) changes at a
translation and does not correspond to zero momentum.
Solution (1) for periodic BCs is impossible also because of the fact that, for a pe-
riodic Bose system, the concentration is an exact constant: n(r) = const [24, 28, 29].
This surprising property was first noticed, apparently, in [28]. It is related to the trans-
lation invariance and can be easily proved (for T = 0, see the calculation of the den-
sity matrix in the coordinate representation in [29] and in the operator approach in [24];
for T > 0, this can be proved analogously to the analysis in [29], using the formula
n(r) = F1(r, r) = const ·
∫
dr2 . . . drN
∑
j e
−Ej/kBT |Ψj(r, r2, . . . , rN)|2 and property (5)). The
constancy of the density means that, in a periodic system, the crystalline ordering is hidden.
It must manifest itself in oscillations (with the period of a crystal) of the two-particle density
matrix F2(r1, r2|r1, r2), rather than in the density. But solution (1) corresponds exactly to
the oscillating density : n(r + b) = n(r), where bx, by, bz are the sizes of crystal cell. Let us
show it. Since S0 in (2) and (3) correspond to a constant density, we set S0 = 0 in (1). Then
we get n(r) = C˜ ·∑j e−α2(r−Rj)2 6= const. On the other hand, n(r + b) = n(r), since the
translation of the crystal by one step is equivalent to the renumbering of sites, which does
not change the sum. However, the oscillating density is impossible for periodic BCs, since
the relation n(r) = const must hold.
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For the condensate ansatz (4), we obtain
PˆΨc0 = Ψ
c
0i~
∑
j
∂θ(rj)
∂rj
. (9)
This equals ~pΨc0, if θ(rj) = −iprj/N + const. The ground state must correspond to zero
momentum ~p. We get p = 0 at θ(rj) = const. Then ansatz (4) is reduced to the solution
Ψ0 = C · eS0 (10)
with S0 (3). However, it is a solution for WF of the ground state of a uniform system (liquid
or gas) [11, 12, 13, 30].
The key point is that, for the periodic system, WF of the ground state of a crystal must
be an eigenfunction of the operator of momentum and should correspond to zero momentum:
~p = 0. The case p 6= 0 is unphysical. Indeed, if the crystal would contain a quasiparticle,
then the momentum ~p 6= 0 would be associated with this quasiparticle. But the ground
state contains no quasiparticles, and the crystal as a whole does not move. Therefore, the
separated direction that is set by nonzero momentum cannot be associated with a physical
property. In view of this, we have p = 0.
This can be shown mathematically. Let GS be described by the real positive nodeless WF
Ψ1 corresponding to the momentum ~p 6= 0 and the energy E1: HˆΨ1 = E1Ψ1. This WF can
be written in the form
Ψ1 = C · eψp+S0, (11)
where ψp and Ψ1 are eigenfunctions of the operator of momentum with the same eigenvalue
~p. In the simplest case, ψp = const · ρ−p, where ρ−p = 1√N
∑N
j=1 e
iprj is the collective
variable (the general form ψp is more complicated, see [31, 32]). We choose the coordinate
origin so that x ∈ [−Lx/2, Lx/2], y ∈ [−Ly/2, Ly/2], z ∈ [−Lz/2, Lz/2]. In this case, the
phase space Ω = {x, y, z} at the inversion r→ −r transits into itself. On the other hand, as
r → −r, we have ψp → ψ−p. This follows from (7) and the form of ψp. Hamiltonian (see
formula (13) below) remains invariant. Therefore, the state
Ψ2 = C · eψ−p+S0 (12)
is also a solution of the Schro¨dinger equation with the energy E1. This means that the ground
state corresponding to nonzero momentum is degenerate. Since WFs (11) and (12) correspond
to different values of the observable quantity (momentum), they must be orthogonal. The
inversion r → −r transforms Ψ1 into Ψ2. On the other hand, the space Ω transits into
itself at such inversion. Therefore, if the function Ψ1 takes values in the interval [A,B] for
r ∈ Ω, then the function Ψ2 takes values only from [A,B] as well. Since Ψ1 is positive
everywhere, Ψ2 must be positive everywhere as well. Such Ψ1 and Ψ2 cannot be orthogonal.
Hence, the assumption about that GS is characterized by nonzero momentum results in the
contradiction. Therefore, the true GS can correspond only to zero momentum.
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GS with nonzero momentum leads also to another difficulty: apparently, it is impossible
to find such ψp that Ψ1 is real.
In principle, GS can correspond to zero momentum and be degenerate. This possibility
is discussed in Appendix 1. It was argued in book by R. Feynman that GS of a system of
interacting bosons should be nondegenerate [33]. Therefore, we will not consider this case.
Thus, we have shown that the ground state of a periodic system of interacting bosons
corresponds to zero momentum. Since functions (1) and (4) describe the states without a
definite momentum, WF of the ground state of a crystal must be different.
The structure of WF of the ground state, Ψ0, of a Bose system with periodic BCs can
be easily determined. The condition p = 0 and formulae (5) and (7) imply that Ψ0 should
not vary at a translation. Therefore, it can depend only on the difference of coordinates.
The general form of such nodeless function is given by formulae (10) and (3). This can be
proved strictly (see Appendix 1). Thus, the genuine ground state of a periodic Bose system
corresponds always to a liquid or gas. This is the main result of the present work. The
theorem of nodes implies that any excited state of the system corresponds to WF with nodes
[34]. This means that any state of a crystal with periodic BCs corresponds to WF with nodes.
A zero-temperature state of a crystal we will call the ground state of a crystal.
We note that the structure of Ψ0 (10) of a liquid is usually obtained from the requirement
that Ψ0 should be invariable at a translation [p = 0 in (5)] [12, 35]. However, the translation
invariance of a system admits p 6= 0 in (5). Therefore, the condition p = 0 is primary, and
the translation invariance of Ψ0 is a consequence of this requirement.
The natural crystals are in contact with the other medium: air, earth, etc. Such crystal
can be approximately modeled with the help of the zero BCs: Ψ = 0 on the crystal surface.
In this case, our arguments are not valid, since the system with the zero BCs has no definite
momentum. For such crystals, we have two possibilities: (i) GS of a crystal with the zero
BCs corresponds to the genuine GS and is described by WF without nodes or (ii) the genuine
GS of the system corresponds to a liquid, and GS of a crystal corresponds to an excited state
of the system and is described by WF with nodes (as for periodic BCs). Possibility (i) means
that the boundaries affect strongly the structure of solutions. Both possibilities are nontrivial
and indicate that the modern theory of Bose crystals is not perfect (because it usually uses
periodic BCs and considers that WF of the ground state of a crystal has no nodes).
It can be seen from a qualitative reasoning that the energy of a system should depend on
BCs negligibly. Consider a 1D crystal consisting of N atoms under the zero BCs. Such a
crystal is characterized by the oscillating density ρ(x+ b) = ρ(x). Let us join the ends of this
crystal. Thus, we introduced the periodic BCs. Since the interatomic potential U(|r1 − r2|)
is usually significantly different from zero only at |r1 − r2| <∼ 5 A˚, we may consider that the
interaction with neighbors changes at the closing of the system only for two atoms: the first
and N -th ones. For the remaining atoms, the transition to the periodic BCs does not make
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any changes, and, therefore, their state should not change. In reality, the picture is more
complex. At the transition from the zero BCs to the periodic ones, the translation symmetry
arises. Therefore, the profile of the density ρ(x) is transformed by jump from the oscillating
one to a constant (see the analysis above). In addition, the collection of harmonics changes
as well (from kj = pij/L we pass to kj = ±2pij/L, j = 1, 2, . . . ,∞). Despite these properties,
the energy E0 of a zero-temperature crystal can depend on BCs only very weakly. Indeed,
we have
E0 =
∫
dr1 · · · drNΨc∗0
[
− ~
2
2m
N∑
j=1
△j +
∑
j<l
U(|rj − rl|)
]
Ψc0 = (13)
=
N~2
2m
∫
dr1 · · · drN
(
∂Ψc∗0
∂r1
)(
∂Ψc0
∂r1
)
+
N − 1
2N
∫
dr1dr2F2(r1, r2|r1, r2)U(|r1 − r2|).
Since the potential U(|r1 − r2|) is not small only at small |r1 − r2|, E0 is determined by the
values of the pair correlation function F2(r1, r2|r1, r2) at small |r1− r2|. Far from the bound-
aries, F2(r1, r2|r1, r2) is a periodic function of r1 − r2, setting the lattice, and is determined
by local properties of the medium. Therefore, E0 should depend on BCs very weakly. The
analogous consideration implies that E0 of a liquid should not depend on boundaries as well.
The function F2(r1, r2|r1, r2) can depend strongly on the boundaries only as a consequence
of the topological effect. However, the calculations indicate that, for a weak coupling, such
effect is absent, since E0 does not depend on the boundaries [36]. Since the topology is
independent of the coupling constant, such effect must be lacking also at a strong coupling.
In addition, the energy E0 of a 1D system of point bosons does not depend on the boundaries
at any coupling (see the solutions for the periodic [37, 38] and zero [39, 40] BCs). Eventually,
the dispersion law of a 1D Bose system is identical for the periodic and zero BCs [36, 41, 42]. It
is significant that the ground state of a 1D system of point bosons at any coupling corresponds
to a liquid at the periodic [37, 38] and zero [39, 40] BCs. Those properties show that the
ground state should correspond to a liquid for any BC. Hence, a natural zero-temperature
Bose crystal is an excited state of the system.
We now find WF of a zero-temperature crystal. It is obvious that the weakly excited states
of the Bose system cannot correspond to a crystal. In particular, the solution for the liquid
state with one phonon in the zero approximation reads [10, 30, 31, 33, 43]
Ψk(r1, . . . , rN) ≈ C1ρ−kΨ0, Ψ0 = C · eS0 (14)
(for periodic BCs). The solution for a two-phonon liquid state under the same BCs in the
zero approximation is [32]
Ψk1k2(r1, . . . , rN) ≈ C2ρ−k1ρ−k2Ψ0. (15)
Therefore, it is clear that GS of a crystal should correspond to a highly excited state of the
Bose system. The solution for GS of a crystal can be easily guessed for a simple rectangular
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lattice and the zero BCs [44]:
Ψc0 = Ce
S0+Sc
N∏
j=1
{sin (klxxj) sin (klyyj) sin (klzzj)}. (16)
Here, the product of sines directly sets the crystal lattice, (klx , kly , klz) =
(lxpi/Lx, lypi/Ly, lzpi/Lz) = (pi/ax, pi/ay, pi/az), ax, ay, az are the periods of the lattice, lx, ly, lz
are integers, Lx, Ly, Lz are sizes of the crystal whose faces coincide with lattice planes; and
Sc(r1, . . . , rN) is a correction function. Function (16) has a wave structure, but possesses a lot
of nodes, in contrast to (4). Near any maximum x0, the function sin(kx) can be represented
as e−α
2(x−x0)2/2. This allows us to theoretically get the fitting constant α with reasonable ac-
curacy [44]. Therefore, those configurations, for which the atoms are located near the lattice
sites, are described by functions (16) and (1) equally. Since such configurations are described
by WF (1) properly, this WF can be considered as the zero approximation. This property,
jointly with fitting parameters, enables one to explain with the help of WF (1) some exper-
imental properties of crystals [6, 45]. However, the general structure of the wave function
is represented by solution (1) incorrectly. In particular, solution (1) loses the condensate of
atoms Ψc(r) ≃ sin (klxx) sin (klyy) sin (klzz) which follows from WF (16). Moreover, solution
(1) does not catch that GS of a crystal has to be higher by energy than GS of a liquid (see
Fig. 1).
0 1 2 3 4 5
0
1
2
E
s
Fig. 1: [Color online] The lower and upper minima correspond to a liquid and a crystal, respectively. E is
the internal energy of a Bose system, s marks quantum states Ψj(r1, . . . , rN ) of the system which correspond
to the same concentration n = N/V . E and s are given in arbitrary units.
It is more difficult to guess WF of the ground state of a crystal under periodic BCs. By
analogy with (16), we assume that, in the zero approximation and for the even N ,
Ψc0(r1, . . . , rN ) ≈ C(ρklρ−kl)N/2eS0 , (17)
where kl = 2pi(lx/Lx, ly/Ly, lz/Lz) = (2pi/ax, 2pi/ay, 2pi/az). Such Ψ
c
0 has many
nodal surfaces and is characterized by zero momentum. Without regard for the fac-
tor eS0, we get F2(r1, r2|r1, r2) = N2
∫
dr3 · · · drN |Ψc0|2 = |C|2N2
∫
dr3 · · · drN(1 +
7
2
N
∑
j<p cos [kl(rj − rp)])N = |C|2N2V N−2f(cos [kl(r1 − r2)]), where the function f remains
undetermined. As is seen, this solution corresponds to a crystal with rectangular lattice.
Taking eS0 into account should lead to the suppression of F2, as |r1 − r2| → 0.
We note that the problem of the description of quasiparticles in a crystal is not simple.
Apparently, WF of a crystal with one longitudinal acoustic phonon under periodic BCs should
be sought in the form (14), like for a liquid:
Ψck(r1, . . . , rN) ≈ Cρ−kΨc0 = Cρ−k(ρklρ−kl)N/2eS0 . (18)
We remark that the product of the form ρk1ρk2 . . . ρkNρkN+1 , standing in (18), can be reduced
to a sum of terms, where each term contains from 1 to N factors of the form ρk [32].
Comparing WF (17) with the one-phonon (14) and two-phonon (15) solutions for a liquid,
we see that GS of a crystal with periodic BCs coincides with the state of a liquid containing
N/2 phonons with momentum kl and N/2 phonons with momentum −kl. Analogously,
the structure of WF (16) shows that GS of a crystal with the zero BCs corresponds to a
liquid with N identical quasiparticles with quasimomentum kl. That is, GS of a crystal
can be considered as a liquid with a condensate of quasiparticles. In this case, namely the
condensate of quasiparticles creates a crystal lattice in the medium. As was mentioned above,
GS (16) contains also a condensate of atoms with quasimomentum kl. Small deviations
from GS of a crystal correspond to a crystal with several quasiparticles or defects. The
temperature T of a crystal should be introduced in the ordinary way with the help of the
partition function, by connecting T with quasiparticles. GS of a crystal should correspond to
a local statistical-thermodynamic minimum of the energy (this is the minimum in the sense
that small perturbations of a crystal increase its energy). Otherwise, the crystal would be
unstable. In this case, the absolute minimum corresponds to a liquid (see Fig. 1).
We note that the solutions for a crystal that are characterized by a condensate of atoms
with quasimomentum k 6= 0 were considered previously [18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24]. However,
it was assumed in those works that, in addition to such “coherent crystal” [22, 23], there
exists the “ordinary crystal” with nodeless ground-state WF and without a condensate. But
the above analysis shows that such “ordinary crystal” is impossible, at least for periodic
BCs. Moreover, the idea of that a crystal is formed by a condensate of quasiparticles with
quasimomentum 2pi/ax (in 1D) was advanced in [20]. It is similar to the above conclusion,
but the quasiparticles here and in [20] are different. Here, in functions (16) and (17), the
quasiparticles are introduced relative to the genuine liquid GS of the system, whereas the
quasiparticles in [20] are considered relative to GS of a crystal.
As is seen, the properties of Bose crystals are, apparently, much more complex and inter-
esting, than it follows from the “naive” WF (1).
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3 Physical consequences
On the basis of the above analysis, we assume that, for any BCs, the inequality
Ec0(ρ,N) > E
l
0(ρ,N) (19)
holds. Here, Ec0 and E
l
0 are the energies of GS of a Bose crystal and a Bose liquid, respectively,
N is the number of atoms, and ρ = mn is the density. In (19), Ec0 and E
l
0 are compared at
the same ρ. However, the phase transitions occur in experiments at the same pressure P .
Here, two cases are possible:
Ec0(P,N) > E
l
0(P,N) (20)
or
Ec0(P,N) < E
l
0(P,N). (21)
For 4He, inequality (20) is satisfied (at the pressure of crystallization P ≈ 25 atm, see Ap-
pendix 2). The liquid satisfying condition (20) must be stable, at low P and T , against
crystallization. If (21) is satisfied, the liquid corresponds to a metastable state, but the
duration of the transition into the stable crystalline state may be long.
Inequality (19) testifies to the existence of a large number of quantum states corresponding
to a liquid and possessing the energies less than the energy of GS of a crystal. We will call
such states “under-crystal liquid” (“underliquid” for short). Since this region of states is
large, one can expect that at least part of it is observable. It is also clear that, at sufficiently
low temperatures, the underliquid have to be superfluid. The creation of such superfluids
will mean that, in addition to the vessels with He II, physical laboratories will possess the
vessels with other superfluids. Let us try to ascertain how the underliquid can be produced.
For all known liquids, except for 4He, the (P, T ) diagram of states is separated into the
regions corresponding to a gas, a liquid, and a crystal and has the triple point (see Fig. 2).
The (P, T ) diagram of 4He has no triple point. In this diagram, the gas contacts only with
the liquid. Each of the transitions (gas–liquid, liquid–crystal, and gas–crystal) is operated by
three equations describing the equilibrium between phase 1 and phase 2 [46]: P1 = P2 ≡ P ,
T1 = T2 ≡ T , and
P (v1 − v2) + T [s2(P, T )− s1(P, T )] = E2(P, T )−E1(P, T ), (22)
where Ej is the internal energy per atom for the system staying in the j-th phase, vj and sj
are the volume and entropy (per atom) of the j-th phase. Equation (22) is equivalent to the
equality of the chemical potentials of phases 1 and 2: µ1(P, T ) = µ2(P, T ).
The possible position of the underliquid region on the (P, T ) diagram is shown by stars
in Fig. 2. The upper and lower boundaries of the underliquid region are set by condition
(22). The lower boundary corresponds to the transition underliquid–gas. The possible upper
9
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Fig. 2: [Color online] (P, T ) diagram of states for inert elements (H2, Ne, Ar, etc., except for
4He) with
the assumed region of the under-crystal liquid (bounded by stars ⋆ ⋆ ⋆); lg ≡ log10. Lines of the transitions
gas–crystal (◦ ◦ ◦, Eq. (33) with ξ = 9.69), gas–liquid (NNN), and liquid–crystal () are shown. P3 and T3
are the pressure and temperature at the triple point. Dotted line (Eq. (35) with ξ = 9.69, f = 7) marks the
continuation of the line gas–liquid to the region of low T . This curve lies somewhat higher than the curve
◦◦◦, but the difference is visually indistinguishable (maximum distance between the curves along the vertical
is equal to 0.13 and corresponds to T/T3 ≈ 0.8). The curves NNN, , and the right vertical boundary of
the region of the under-crystal liquid are drawn by eye.
boundary corresponds to the transition underliquid–crystal. In the limits of these boundaries,
the liquid can be stable or metastable, as was noted above. The right boundary Pul−c(T ) is
shown in Fig. 2 approximately. It corresponds not to a phase transition, but to the condition
El(P, T ) = Ec0(P ) (that is possible, if (20) is satisfied). The equation for the lower boundary
will be obtained in what follows. It is easy to estimate the location of the upper boundary
Pul−c(T ). At T = 0, relation (22) yields
Pul−c(T = 0) =
Ec0(P )−El0(P )
vl − vc . (23)
For the realistic values vl − vc = 0.1vl = 0.1(3.6A˚)3 and Ec0(P ) − El0(P ) = 10KkB, we find
Pul−c(T = 0) ≈ 300 atm (here, kB is the Boltzmann constant). The upper boundary exists,
if Pul−c(T = 0) > 0. At Pul−c(T = 0) < 0 the upper boundary is absent, which corresponds
to Fig. 2. This case is considered below in more details.
We now estimate the temperature for the right boundary (El(P, T ) = Ec0(P )) at P ≈ 0.
According to [7], the relation kBT3 ≈ 2ε/3, where ε is the energy from the Lennard-Jones
potential, holds for the inert elements. Assume that El0(P = 0) − Ec0(P = 0) ∼ −0.1ε ∼
−0.15kBT3, similarly to helium-4. At low T, we may consider only the phonon contribution
to the energy. Then El(T ) = El0 +
pi2
30
(
kBT
~cs
)3
kBT
n
[47], where cs is the first sound velocity.
The relations El(P = 0, T ) = Ec0(P = 0) and E
c
0(P = 0)− El0(P = 0) ≃ 0.15kBT3 yield
T 4
T 43
≃ 30 · 0.15n
pi2
(
~cs
kBT3
)3
. (24)
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Using the parameters of the triple point for neon (T3 = 24.54K [48], cs = 628m/s, ρ =
1.24 g/cm3 [49]), we get T ≈ 0.6T3. For liquid argon at the triple point, we have T3 = 83.81K
[48], cs = 870m/s, ρ = 1.38 g/cm
3 [50]. From whence with the help of (24), we obtain
T ≈ 0.26T3. We expect that these estimates of T are valid by the order of magnitude.
The basic question is: How can we “get to” the region of underliquid in experiments?
(The underliquid state of 4He has already been obtained: as it is easy to guess, this is He
II.) On top and to the right from the region of underliquid, the crystalline states are placed.
The region of underliquid corresponds to very low temperatures: T <∼ 0.5T3. The crystalline
states at such T were experimentally studied for many substances, but the underliquid states
were not found. According to (20) and (21), the crystal with T and P from the region of
underliquid should be metastable or stable, respectively. In the metastable state, such crystals
live, apparently, very long (otherwise, the underliquid would be found experimentally long
ago). Therefore, we believe that it is impossible to produce an underliquid from a crystal (by
decreasing T or P ).
The underliquid can be, apparently, obtained by strong supercooling of a liquid whose
initial temperature is higher than the melting one. To avoid the crystallization, it is necessary
to purify a liquid from impurities and to use a vessel with smooth walls. A shortcoming of
the method consists in the necessity of a strong supercooling, which requires the high degree
of smoothness of walls and of purity of a liquid.
Most likely, it is easier to get in the underliquid region by isothermal compression of a
gas at T ≪ T3. According to Fig. 2, at the isothermal increase in the pressure of a gas
with T ≪ T3, we cross firstly the curve gas–crystal and then the curve gas–liquid. Therefore,
the gas must turn into a crystal (not in the underliquid), which corresponds to experiments.
Nevertheless, we will show below that the underliquid can be obtained in such a way. For
this purpose, it is necessary to perform the transition at the temperature T ≪ T3 and to
create the conditions preventing the crystallization (see below).
To substantiate this point, we consider the transitions gas–crystal (g-c) and gas–liquid
(g-l) in more details. First, one needs to get the dependences P (T ) setting the curves g-c
and g-l. As is known, along the line P (T ) of the phase transition the Clapeyron–Clausius
relation should hold:
dP
dT
=
s1(P, T )− s2(P, T )
v1 − v2 . (25)
Let index 1 correspond to a gas, and index 2 to a liquid or crystal. The data on the pressure
of saturated vapors for He II [51] show that, at T <∼ Tλ, the temperature of a vapor is
much larger than the temperature of the Bose condensation. Therefore, the vapor can be
considered as an ideal gas. Assume that the vapors of other inert elements at T ≤ T3 can
also be considered as an ideal gases. The entropy of a one-atom ideal gas consisting of atoms
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with zero spin and zero orbital moment (all inert elements, except for H2) is known [46, 52]:
sg =
5
2
kB + kB ln
[
(kBT )
5/2
P
( m
2pi~2
)3/2]
. (26)
Note that the first term in this formula is given in the literature with different coefficients:
3/2 [52] and 5/2 [46]. We did not study the reason for this difference and will use 5/2 (for
the estimates below, the difference between 5/2 and 3/2 is insignificant).
The entropy s2 of a liquid or crystal at T ≤ T3 is determined mainly by the phonon
contribution (∼ T 3), which is much less than the entropy s1 = sg of a saturated vapor (we
remark that the Debye temperature for inert elements is comparable with T3). The entropy
of a Bose liquid at T → 0 reads [47]
sl =
2pi2
45
kB
n
(
kBT
~cs
)3
. (27)
For 4He atoms at T = 1K and at the pressure of saturated vapors P ≈ 1.6 ·10−4 atm [51], we
get sg/sl ≃ 3000. For neon at the triple point, we have P3 = 0.427 atm [48] and sg/sl ≈ 7.7.
These estimates indicate that, in the region of temperatures from 0K to T3, the relation
sl, sc ≪ sg holds. In this case, vl, vc ≪ vg. Therefore, in the zero approximation, the curves
gas-crystal and gas-liquid at 0 ≤ T ≤ T3 are given by the formula
dP
dT
=
sg
vg
=
Psg
kBT
. (28)
Denote T˜ = T/T3, P˜ = P/P3. Then formula (26) can be written as
sg/kB =
5
2
ln T˜ − ln P˜ + s3, (29)
where s3 is the value of sg/kB at the triple point. Equation (28) takes the form
dP˜
dT˜
=
P˜
T˜
(
5
2
ln T˜ − ln P˜ + s3
)
. (30)
Now, denote y = ln P˜ and x = ln T˜ . Then Eq. (30) becomes
dy
dx
=
5
2
x− y + s3. (31)
We need to find a solution satisfying the boundary condition y = x = 0 (for the triple point).
The solution can be sought as a series y = a1x + a2x
2 + . . . + ajx
j + . . .. After the simple
transformations, we get
y = ξ +
5x
2
− ξe−x, ξ = s3 − 5
2
. (32)
From (32) we obtain P (T ) for a saturated vapor at 0 < T ≤ T3:
P˜ = eξT˜ 5/2e−ξ/T˜ . (33)
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It is a solution in the zero approximation. It holds for both curves g-l and g-c. We do not
know whether this solution was obtained previously. It seems that formula (33) is a rather
good approximation.
4He has no triple point. If we set formally T3 = 1K, then Eq. (33) agrees well with
the experimental pressure P (T ) of saturated vapors of 4He at T ≤ 1K [51]. If we take
T3 = 3K, then Eq. (33) describes experiments only qualitatively (perhaps because formula
(28) becomes a poor approximation for (25)). For Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, the dependence P (T )
for the sublimation curve was measured for temperatures T ≃ (3/4÷1)T3 (by the data before
1976 [53]). In particular, the experimental dependence P (T ) for neon at T = 16 − 24K is
described by the fitting formula lg P˜ ≈ 3.2−21.39 lg T˜ +5.4T˜ −8.6/T˜ [53]. The approximate
solution (33) with ξ for neon (ξ = 9.69) gives the values of lg P˜ less approximately by 10%.
Solution (33) was found, by neglecting the corrections s2 and v2 in (25). At T˜ ≪ 1,
these corrections are negligible. They increase with T˜ , but remain small even at T˜ = 1. In
order to estimate the influence of corrections on the solution, we take the entropy s2/kB =
4T˜ 3 − (f + 1)T˜ f with f > 3 into account in (25). Here, the first term describes s2/kB
proper (for comparison, sl/kB = 1.58T˜
3 for neon atT˜ ≪ 1; while estimating sl, we take
cs(T ≤ T3) = cs(T3) and ρ(T ≤ T3) = ρ(T3)). The second term effectively describes the
correction v2 in the denominator. In this case, we get the solution
y = ξ +
5x
2
− ξe−x + e3x − efx, (34)
P˜ = eξT˜ 5/2e−ξ/T˜ eT˜
3−T˜ f . (35)
In Fig. 2, this solution is shown as the curve g-l and solution (33) as the curve g-c. Of
course, such correspondence between the formulae and the curves is only qualitative: the
above analysis evidences that the curves g-l and g-c should be close. For Fig. 2, we use
parameter ξ = 9.69 corresponding to neon. In this case, the parameter f = 7 is chosen so
that curve (35) lies above curve (33), and the slope of curve (35) at T → T3 is less than that
of curve (33). As a result, curves (33) and (35) are similar to experimental curves g-c and
g-l, respectively. The exact curves g-l and g-c can significantly differ from those presented
in Fig. 2, because the corrections s2 and v2 were taken into account in a rough model form.
However, this analysis is sufficient to show that the solutions of such type correctly describe
experimental curves g-l and g-c. The second conclusion is that though the corrections s2 and
v2 separate the curves g-l and g-c, this difference should be small. For example, at T˜ = 0.1
we have Pgl/Pgc = e
T˜ 3−T˜ f ≈ 1.001, according to relations (33) and (35) with f = 7.
It is significant that the slopes of the experimental P (T ) curves g-l (at T > T3) and g-c
(at T < T3) near the triple point are very close: in particular, for inert elements [48]. This
agrees with our conclusion that these curves should be close at T ≤ T3.
If the ratio Pgl/Pgc = ζ is close to 1, the phase transitions gas–crystal and gas–liquid are
“switched-on” almost simultaneously. At the compression, the system transits in a liquid or
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crystal depending on that which nuclei are generated faster: microdrops or microcrystals. In
Appendix 3, where the formation of nuclei is considered, we will show that it is necessary
to increase the pressure of a gas up to P ≈ Pgcζ
1+φ
φ in order that the microdrops will be
generated faster, than microcrystals (φ depends on the substance; the characteristic value
is φ ≃ 0.1). If we use a vessel with smooth walls whose microstructure differs significantly
from that of crystal nuclei, and if a gas is purified from impurities, then the formation of
crystal nuclei should be suppressed, though the curve Pgc(T ) lies below the curve Pgl(T ) (see
Appendix 3). Let the gas be compressed at the pressure P ≈ Pgcζ
1+φ
φ ∼ Pgcζ11 ∼ 1.01Pgc
(for ζ = 1.001, according to the above estimate). Then one can expect that the gas will be
condensed into a liquid. If the energy of this liquid El(T, P ) < Ec0(P ), then such underliquid
will not crystallize. Our estimates are crude. Therefore, the exact formulae can give a much
larger ratio P/Pgc. However, we expect that ζ
1+φ
φ <∼ 2, i.e., the pressure P should be increased
by at most several times as compared with Pgc, in order that the spontaneous (bulk or surface)
condensation of a gas into a liquid will start.
According to the analysis in Appendix 3, in order to prevent the crystallization of a gas
and to “switch-on” the bulk spontaneous mechanism of formation of nuclei, one needs to
purify a gas from suspended solid impurities and to prevent the formation of crystalline
nuclei on the walls. To achieve the latter, one can take a vessel with smooth walls (though,
it is impossible to obtain an ideally smooth walls), and the molecules of walls should weakly
interact with the molecules of a gas (or the crystalline ordering of walls should significantly
differ from that of crystal nuclei forming from a gas). If the walls is covered from inside by
a microscopically thin film of He II, then the surface of walls should be liquid and smooth.
Therefore, the formation of crystal nuclei on the walls becomes difficult. In addition, the
interaction of helium atoms with molecules of the majority of gases is weak, which must
prevent the adsorption of molecules of a gas on the walls and the formation of surface nuclei.
It is noted in books [54, 55] that, at the compression of a gas at a temperature T < T3, the
metastable liquid is sometimes formed and then crystallizes. These properties are evidence
of the validity of the inequality Ec0(P ) < E
l
0(P ) (21). However, our analysis shows that, for
some substances, the inequality Ec0(P ) > E
l
0(P ) (20) should hold. In this case, the liquid
formed at the compression of a gas should be stable and should not crystallize.
Interestingly, the transition crystal–underliquid can occur at a negative pressure. By
(23), we have Pul−c(T = 0) < 0 for vl − vc > 0, Ec0(P ) − El0(P ) < 0 or for vl − vc < 0,
Ec0(P ) − El0(P ) > 0. We may expect that Pul−c(T = 0) ∼ −(100 ÷ 1000) atm. In this
case, the state of underliquid can apparently be obtained by creating a negative pressure in
a crystal. The idea of the creation of a liquid from a crystal by applying a negative pressure
was advanced by J. Frenkel [55, 56]. Since the existence of a liquid at T = 0 was considered
impossible, J. Frenkel proposed to make the experiment at some T > 0. However, we saw
above that the liquid state can exist at T = 0. Therefore, the experiment can be carried on
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at any low temperature.
The above analysis shows that the form of the (P, T )-diagram at low P and T should
depend on how we got in this region. If we have got into it from above (by cooling a crystal),
we obtain an ordinary diagram with the triple point. The result will be the same, if we
will try to get into the region of underliquid from the bottom (from the region of a gas) or
from the right (from the region of a liquid) in the absence of the conditions preventing the
formation of crystal nuclei. But if we try to enter from the bottom (or from the right) in the
presence of such conditions, then we should obtain the state of underliquid. In other words,
the phase diagram in the region to the left from the melting curve and above the sublimation
curve has two levels (or two “layers”): liquid-type and crystal-type ones. Such liquid states
were obtained previously by supercooling a liquid. In this case, it was considered in the
literature that the liquid state at T = 0 is impossible. Therefore, the supercooling of a liquid
down to T ≈ 0 and the obtaining of a stable liquid by the compression of a gas at T ≈ 0
were also considered impossible. However, both are possible, since a liquid can have the zero
temperature, as was shown in Sect. 2.
Our reasoning is general and should be suitable for any inert element (H2, Ne, Ar, etc.),
except for helium. We propose to carry out three following experiments. (1) To supercool
isobarically liquid H2, Ne, and Ar down to temperatures that are by several times less than
the temperature of the Bose condensation of the ideal gas Tc =
3.31
(2s+1)2/3
~
2
kBm
n2/3 [46] (here, s
is the spin of a particle; for liquid inert elements, except for hydrogen and helium, Tc < 1K).
In this case, we should obtain a superfluid underliquid. (2) To compress isothermally a dilute
gas (H2, Ne, Ar) at T ∼ 0.1T3 up to a pressure that exceeds by several times the saturated
vapor pressure for the same T . The underliquid should also be created. In both experiments,
it is necessary to create the conditions hampering the crystallization (see the discussion above
and Appendix 3), and condition (20) must be satisfied for the stability of a liquid. In the
second experiment, a less supersaturation is required. Therefore, the requirements to the
purification and to walls can be apparently less strict. (3) To create a negative pressure
Pul−c <∼ −1000 atm in a crystal made of an inert element at T <∼ 0.1T3. One can expect that
some of such crystals will melt into an underliquid.
If the underliquid is metastable (inequality (21)) and has a small life-time, then such
underliquid state can be unobservable. However, 4He is stable (inequality (20)). Therefore, it
is natural to expect that, among inert elements, there are several other ones with the stable
underliquid state. In view of this, it is desirable to execute three proposed experiments with
all inert elements (except for 4He).
The inert elements were investigated mainly at T >∼ T3. The number of experiments at
T ≪ T3 is much less. In the last ones the crystals, being in equilibrium with their vapors, were
studied at T ≥ 1K [53]. We assume that the state of underliquid was not obtained earlier
because the conditions hampering the crystallization were not created. Therefore, a gas or
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liquid turned into a crystal, rather than into an underliquid. Moreover, the underliquid state
was considered impossible and was not sought.
We note also that, at the strong supercooling, the viscosity of some liquids increases
sharply, and they transit into a glass-like state. The atoms of inert gases are spherically
symmetric (except for hydrogen which forms molecules H2) and, therefore, should not turn
into a glass at the supercooling, as we understand it. According to the above analysis, at
T <∼ 0.1Tc the liquids consisting of inert elements have to be similar to He II, i.e., they should
contain a condensate of atoms with zero momentum and should be superfluid.
Undoubtedly, inequality (19) should be correct. Therefore, the region of underliquid must
exist, and the task is to enter this region in experiments.
In Appendix 2, we consider the third principle of thermodynamics, properties of 4He, and
numerical solutions for crystals.
4 Conclusion
Our analysis shows that the genuine ground state of a Bose system should correspond to a
liquid or gas. 1 In this case, the lowest states of a liquid and a crystal must satisfy the
inequality Ec0(P ) > E
l
0(P ) (20) or E
c
0(P ) < E
l
0(P ) (21). If inequality (21) holds, the stable
state of the system at T → 0 is a crystal, that corresponds to the available experimental
data. However, we expect that relation (20) holds for the majority of inert elements (in
particular, it holds for 4He). The underliquid state, that does not crystallize at the cooling
and is superfluid at very low temperatures, should exist for such substances. This is the main
prediction of the present work. We assume that the underliquid can be created in experiments
by compressing a gas at a low temperature or by strong supercooling an ordinary liquid (in
both cases, it is necessary to create the conditions preventing the crystallization).
According to the above analysis, a Bose crystal is a standing wave in the probability field.
Most likely, this property is a general principle valid not only for Bose systems. Therefore,
it is possible that the underliquid state and the superfluidity are inherent not only in inert
elements, but even in water.
If inequality (19) is true under any boundary conditions, it will change our comprehension
of the nature of crystals and lead to the discovery of new physical phenomena. For example,
the space apparatus “New Horizons” found in 2015 that the Sputnik Planitia surface on Pluto
consists of solid nitrogen and is similar to a mosaic made of hexagons and pentagons. This
valley has no craters, though they are present on the remaining Pluto’s surface. It is possible
that a liquid water ocean exists under the surface [57, 58, 59]. That is surprising because
the Pluto’s surface temperature is about 40K. However, we have established above that the
liquids of low viscosity can exist even at T = 0K. This can help one to understand some
1Such idea was proposed previously in [44], but that work is immature and contains errors; see, in particular, the Introduction
in [36]
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anomalous properties of cosmic objects.
We hope that the above-proposed experiments to create the underliquid state will be
carried out.
The present work is partially supported by the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
(project No. 0116U003191).
5 Appendix 1. Ψ0 corresponding to zero momentum
We now find the general form of the ground-state WF. As was shown in Sect. 2, such WF
must correspond to zero momentum. Consider the functions
ψf0 = c00, (36)
ψfk1 = c11ρ−k1, (37)
ψfk1k2 = c22
(
ρ−k1ρ−k2 −
ρ−k1−k2√
N
)
, (38)
ψfk1k2k3 = c33
[
ρ−k1ρ−k2ρ−k3 −
1√
N
(ρ−k1ρ−k2−k3 + ρ−k2ρ−k1−k3 + ρ−k3ρ−k1−k2)+
+
2
N
ρ−k1−k2−k3
]
, (39)
. . . , (40)
ψfk1...kN = cN1ρ−k1 · · · ρ−kN + cN2
∑
P (kj)
ρ−k1 · · · ρ−kN−2ρ−kN−1−kN +
+ . . .+ cNNρ−k1−...−kN , (41)
where cij are constants, and
∑
P (kj)
is the sum over all permutations of the vectors kj. These
are the wave functions of a periodic system of N free spinless bosons. Here, ψf0 corresponds to
the ground state; ψfk1 describes the state, where one boson has a momentum ~k1, and N − 1
bosons have the momentum 0; and so on; ψfk1...kN describes the state in which each of the
bosons has some nonzero momentum ~kj. These functions are solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation with the given BCs, and, therefore, form the complete orthonormalized collection
of basis functions. Any Bose-symmetric WF of the variables r1, . . . , rN for the Schro¨dinger
problem with interatomic interaction and periodic BCs can be expanded in this basis. This
is the ground for the theory of quantum liquids constructed in [31, 35]. Hence, any WF
Ψ(r1, . . . , rN ), being an eigenfunction of the momentum operator of the system of N identical
bosons and corresponding to the momentum ~p, can be presented in the form of a sum
Ψp = a1ψ
f
p +
k1+k2=p∑
k1k2
a2(k1,k2)ψ
f
k1k2
+ . . .+
k1+...+kN=p∑
k1...kN
aN(k1, . . . ,kN )ψ
f
k1...kN
. (42)
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Using Eqs. (36)–(41), this expansion can be written as
Ψp = b1(p)ρ−p +
q1+p6=0∑
q1 6=0
b2(q1;p)
2!N1/2
ρq1ρ−q1−p +
q1+q2+p6=0∑
q1,q2 6=0
b3(q1,q2;p)
3!N
ρq1ρq2ρ−q1−q2−p +
+ . . .+
q1+...+qN−1+p6=0∑
q1,...,qN−1 6=0
bN (q1, . . . ,qN−1;p)
N !N (N−1)/2
ρq1 · · · ρqN−1ρ−q1−...−qN−1−p. (43)
Here, the wave vectors kl, ql, pl, p are quantized by the law (for 3D) q =
2pi (jx/Lx, jy/Ly, jz/Lz), where jx, jy, jz are integers, and Lx, Ly, Lz are the system sizes.
If GS is nondegenerate, then the wave function of GS is always positive and corresponds
to zero momentum. Therefore, it can be presented in the form Ψ0 = C · eS0 , where S0 is Ψp
(43) with p = 0. In this case, the constant b1(0)ρ0 ≡
√
Nb1(0) is taken into account in C.
However, such S0 is the Fourier-transform of S0 (3). This proves that if GS is nondegenerate
and lnΨ0 can be expanded in a Fourier series, then lnΨ0 = S0 + const, where S0 has the
liquid-type form (3). If GS is degenerate and corresponds to several WFs, then one of them
may apparently be set by formulae (10), (3), and the remaining WFs should be given by
formula (43) with p = 0. To our knowledge, no solutions with the degenerate GS were found
for a uniform many-particle Bose system in the absence of an external field.
Thus, function (10), (3) specifies the general form of WF of the nondegenerate GS of a
periodic Bose system.
It was assumed [7, 60] that, in order to get a crystal-type solution, one needs to intro-
duce a small bare external periodic potential into the Hamiltonian. This is equivalent to the
spontaneous appearance of the crystal-type not translationally invariant solution (1) from
a translationally invariant liquid-type solution. N. Bogoliubov explains [60] that the con-
stant mean density (liquid-type solution) arises due to the averaging over many crystalline
configurations shifted in the space relative to one another. Therefore, the separation of one
configuration should lead to a periodic density, which is specific to a crystal. This reasoning
requires that such a configuration exists. In other words, the spontaneous choice of a solu-
tion is possible only if the complete set of solutions for the initial unperturbed Hamiltonian
contains this solution. However, it was shown above that genuine GS for a boundary-value
problem with periodic BCs corresponds always to a translationally invariant solution. That
is, the crystal-type solution without nodes is absent among the solutions of the boundary
problem. Therefore, under periodic BCs the spontaneous breaking of a translation symmetry
cannot lead to a nodeless crystalline solution.
6 Appendix 2. Additional analysis
We now consider several more questions. Why do the liquids in nature crystallize at the
cooling, if the crystal corresponds to a highly excited state of a system? Mathematically, this
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is related to the fulfillment of condition (22) for the liquid–crystal transition. The physical
explanation consists in the following: at the cooling of a liquid down to some temperature, the
microcrystals arising as fluctuations become stable. And the visual reason is that the system
falls into the local energy minimum corresponding to a crystal (see Fig. 1). As a result,
the liquid crystallizes, and we obtain a crystal with some number of quasiparticles. In this
case, the cooling of the crystal means a decrease in the number of quasiparticles introduced
relative to GS of a crystal.
Let us consider the third principle of thermodynamics. Some researchers believe that
namely a crystal (rather than a liquid) corresponds to the genuine GS of a system, since
the crystal is more ordered in the r-space and, therefore, should be characterized by a lower
entropy. However, according to quantum statistics, the entropy is determined by properties
of a system in the space of quantum states (not in the r-space). It is given by the formula
S = kB ln(N(E)) [52], where N(E) is the number of states with energy close to E. To
what is N(E) equal for the GS of a crystal? Inequality (19) implies that many liquid states
with energy close to Ec0 must exist. If we take them into account, we get N(E
c
0) ≫ 1 and
S 6= 0. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce the natural postulate: in the calculations of
thermodynamic quantities, one needs to take only states of the phase under consideration
(gas, liquid, or crystal) into account in the partition function. Then for each phase at T = 0,
we obtain N(E) = 1 and S = 0, i.e., the Nernst theorem is satisfied.
4He has particular properties. According to experiments, liquid 4He (He II) at P ≈ 25 atm
and T <∼ 0.8K solidifies and transforms into a hcp crystal [7]. In this case, for liquid and solid
4He, we have, respectively, El0 ≈ −6.6K [61, 62] and Ec0 ≈ −5.96K [63]. That is, the GS
energy of a crystal by 0.6K higher, than E0 of a liquid. In this case, liquid and solid helium
have densities of 0.1725 g/cm3 [61, 64] and 0.191 g/cm3 [63, 64], respectively. To verify the
basic inequality (19), we need to compare E0 of liquid and solid helium at the same ρ. We can
determine E0 of liquid helium at ρ = 0.191 g/cm
3 by the known formula in [61, 62]. In this
case, one needs to know P (ρ) of He II at ρ = 0.1725–0.191 g/cm3. However, such data are not
available, since He II does not exist at such densities (it solidifies). It is significant that GS
of liquid helium at the crystallization pressure (P ≈ 25 atm) has a lower energy, than GS of
a crystal. Nevertheless, liquid helium crystallizes. The reason is known: 4He possesses large
zero oscillations. Therefore, at low pressures, the crystal is unstable. As a result, the system
at low pressures and temperatures is in the state of underliquid. This is He II. As the pressure
increases, the ratio of the amplitude of zero oscillations to the lattice period decreases [7, 65].
At P >∼ 25 atm, the crystal embryos become stable and liquid 4He crystallizes [66, 67]. In this
case, the formation of microcrystals and the external pressure make the liquid state unstable:
the external pressure compresses the system, performs the work, and increases the energy
of the system up to E0 of a crystal. This results in the formation of a crystal. By such
a scenario, the ground state of 4He at P > 25 atm corresponds to a liquid, but this state
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cannot be obtained. However, the crystallization pressure should rise above 25 atm provided
we prevent the formation of crystal nuclei (one needs to purify helium from impurities and
use the smooth walls with a microstructure different from the structure of a helium crystal).
We do not know whether attempts to obtain high-density liquid helium in this way were
made before. If He II with ρ = 0.1725–0.191 g/cm3 could be obtained, it would be possible
to verify inequality (19) for ρ = 0.191 g/cm3.
In two last decades, the crystal-type solutions were studied mainly numerically, by
the Monte-Carlo method [9, 68] and by the multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree
(MCTDH) method [69]. The MCTDH method is apparently exact, but it is realizable only
for a small number of particles (N <∼ 10). For a trapped 1D system of dipolar bosons with
given density, the crystal-like solutions corresponding to the genuine GS of the system were
found by this method [70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. This does not agree with the above conclusion
that GS corresponds to a liquid. Apparently, the reason for the difference is that works
[70, 71, 72, 73, 74] dealt with systems with several particles per a cell of the trap. In this
case, GS can indeed have a quasicrystalline form. However, if the number of atoms in a
cell of the trap is large, GS should correspond to a liquid. We think that, with the help of
the MCTDH method, one can to verify inequality (19). To make this, one needs to find the
genuine GS for N >∼ 10 interacting atoms without a trap. In a number of works, the inequality
Ec0(N, ρ) < E
l
0(N, ρ) was obtained by the Monte-Carlo method for an untrapped Bose system
with large N , various BCs, with and without the dipole-dipole interaction (see references
in reviews [9, 68]). However, according to the analysis in Sect. 2, this result is incorrect,
at least for periodic BCs. This means that though the Monte-Carlo method is efficient for
many problems [75], sometimes it gives a false solution. In our opinion, one of the possible
reasons is that the distance between the crystalline and liquid minima is apparently small:
|Ec0(N, ρ) − El0(N, ρ)| ∼ 0.1|Ec0(N, ρ)|. Therefore, the Monte-Carlo method, by probing the
solutions near a trial function, can find a local minimum instead of the absolute one. This
method can be tested on a 1D system of point bosons: it is known from the exact solutions
that GS of such system corresponds to a liquid at any coupling constant, under the periodic
[37, 38] and zero [39, 40] BCs. Will the Monte-Carlo method with the trial function (1) lead
to such a solution?
7 Appendix 3. Formation of nuclei
The theory of formation of nuclei of a new phase is not completed (especially, the theory
of crystallization), but its general contours are apparently clear (see review [76] and books
[54, 55, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85]). The nuclei of the other phase can be created on
the walls of a vessel and in bulk. We will consider only the simpler bulk case.
The bulk condensation of a gas into a crystal or liquid occurs under the avalanche-like
increase in the number of nuclei of the new phase. Such growth is possible, if P or T
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differs from the value P = P∞ or T = T∞ corresponding to the condition of equilibrium
(22). Consider a gas at low P = P∞ and low T = T∞. Let us compress it isothermally
so that the pressure increases up to some P > P∞. In such gas, the embryos of the liquid
phase (microdrops) and the crystalline one (microcrystals) should randomly appear. In a
supersaturated gas (vapor) at the pressure Pr ≥ P∞, a droplet is in equilibrium with a gas,
if its radius r satisfies the Kelvin formula [52, 55, 78]:
Pr(T ) = P∞(T ) exp
(
2αlg
nkBT
1
r
)
, (44)
where n is the concentration of atoms in a droplet, P∞ is the saturated vapor pressure, αlg
is the coefficient of surface tension of a liquid on the boundary with a gas. Let the pressure
Pr correspond to the radius r = r0, according to (44). Then the droplets of radius r < r0
must evaporate. The condensation of atoms of a gas on a droplet decreases the pressure in a
gas, which makes it possible for the droplets of radius r > r0 to exist. As a result, the mean
radius of droplets must increase with the time, until the whole gas transforms into one large
drop [52]. The crystal embryos in a gas can be described analogously. We will get formula
(44), where the parameters of a microdrop should be replaced by those of a microcrystal.
According to a more detailed theory, the process of formation of embryos is as follows
[55, 76, 78, 81, 82, 83, 84]. The fluctuations in a gas result in the spontaneous formation
of microscopic embryos of a liquid (microdrops) and a crystal (microcrystals) in a gas. The
embryo can randomly capture atoms of the gas, which will lead to the growth of this embryo.
The reverse process is possible as well. As a result, some (non-stationary, generally speaking)
distribution of embryos over sizes should be formed. In this case, the embryos of sizes larger
than the critical one (Eq. (44)) must unboundedly grow. Such embryos are usually called
nuclei. If the system is supplied with a gas in the amount compensating the loss due to the
formation of nuclei, we get a stationary distribution of nuclei and the continuous transforma-
tion of small nuclei into large ones. If such pumping of a gas is absent, then in the usual case
(isothermal formation of nuclei in a closed system with permanent supersaturation) the non-
stationary process eventually becomes stationary [83, 84, 85]. Therefore, we may consider the
process to be stationary. The kinetic analysis shows that, in this case, the rate J of homoge-
neous (i.e., without exterior impurities) formation of nuclei is [54, 55, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85]
J = ngBe
− W
kbT , (45)
where ng is the gas concentration, B is the kinetic factor (which can depend on P and T ),
W > 0 is the work of formation of a critical nucleus (an embryo of such size for which W
is maximum at the given P and T ). Condition (44) yields the radius of such a nucleus as a
function of P = Pr at T = T∞ = const. Frequently, the dependence of the critical radius r
on T at P = P∞ = const is studied. Then [55, 81]
r =
2αlgT∞
nq(T∞ − T ) , (46)
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where n is the concentration of atoms in a nucleus, q = T [sg(P, T )− sl,c(P, T )] is the latent
heat of the phase transition per atom. As is seen, the higher the supercooling of a vapor, the
less the nucleus radius.
It is difficult to calculate the value of B in (45). Different models give different values.
Within the classical approach (high T and large nuclei), J. Gibbs foundW for a critical liquid
nucleus [77],
Wl = ςαlg/3, (47)
and for a critical crystal nucleus,
Wc =
∑
j
ςjαj/3. (48)
Here, ς = 4pir2 is the droplet surface area, j is the number of a crystal face, ςj is the area of
the j-th face of a crystal, and αj is the coefficient of surface tension for the j-th face of the
crystal which contacts with the gas. It is useful to write formula (48) in the form [54]
Wc = ςα¯cg/3, (49)
where α¯cg is the average coefficient of surface tension of the crystal on the boundary with the
gas, and ς is the area of a sphere with the volume equal to that of a crystalline nucleus. At
T = T∞ and P = P∞, the radius of a critical nucleus is r = ∞. Therefore, J turns to zero,
which corresponds to the equilibrium of phases.
Apparently, the underliquid can be obtained easier by means of the isothermal compression
of a gas, than by its isobaric cooling. We now consider only the first way. The modern theory
cannot exactly conclude whether the compressed gas will turn into a liquid or a crystal. This
is not surprising, because the process of transition of one phase into another one is complex
and depends on many factors.
First, we note that W is less at the condensation of a gas on the surface, than at the
condensation in bulk [76, 78, 79, 82, 84]. In particular, the work of formation of a dome-
shaped critical nucleus (liquid or crystalline) of radius r0 on a solid wall is [78, 79, 82, 85]
W 2D = (ςα/12)[2 + cos θ][1− cos θ]2, (50)
where ς = 4pir20, θ is the angle between the nucleus surface and the wall, α is the surface
tension of the nucleus that is in contact with a gas. At the complete nonwetting (θ = pi), the
value of W 2D = ςα/3 coincides with that of the bulk work W (47) or (49). If the wetting is
present (θ < pi), then W 2D < Wl,Wc, and a nucleus can be easier formed on the wall, than in
bulk. Of course, crystallization is a complex process that is not reduced to the formation of
dome-like nuclei. However, formula (50) shows that a crystal nucleus can be easier formed on
the surface, than in bulk [54, 78, 81, 82, 84]. Therefore, if the gas contains solid impurities (or
the walls of a vessel contain some inhomogeneities able to become the centers of condensation),
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then the surface condensation, rather than the bulk one, is realized. In practice, the impurities
and inhomogeneities of walls are usually present. Moreover, W 2Dl < Wl even for the ideally
smooth wall provided θ < pi. Therefore, the condensation of a gas usually occurs on the walls
or on impurity particles.
According to experiments, at T < T3 a gas condenses into a crystal. This is because the
gas-crystal curve lies below the gas-liquid one (see Fig. 2). Microscopically, this means that
W 2Dc corresponding to the formation of a two-dimensional critical crystal nucleus is less than
the workW 2Dl of the formation of an analogous liquid nucleus. The reason for this is that the
crystalline structure of a substrate usually decreases W 2Dc and thus stimulates the formation
of namely crystalline nuclei. In particular, the condensation of a gas into a crystal becomes
more intense, if a substrate on which the condensation occurs is a crystal of a close structure
[76, 78, 80, 82, 84], because, in this case, W 2Dc decreases.
In practice, the formation of crystal nuclei can be prevented if the gas is well purified
from impurity particles and the vessel with very smooth walls is used. In addition, the
microstructure of walls of a vessel should be significantly different from the microstructure
of a crystal, into which the gas can condense. Under these conditions, the condensation of a
gas into a liquid (on the walls or in bulk) should be dominant.
Assume that the bulk homogeneous mechanism of spontaneous formation of nuclei is
realized. In this case, crystalline and liquid nuclei will arise. The rate of each of these
processes is given by formula (45), where W is determined by formulae (47) or (49). It is
clear that Jc ≪ Jl at T → 0 provided
λ ≡Wc/Wl > 1. (51)
In this case, the condensation of a gas into droplets is more probable. Let us find the
conditions under which relation (51) is satisfied. Formulae (44), (47), and (49) yield
λ =
α¯3cg
α3lg
n2l
n2c
[ln (P/P lg∞]
2
[ln (P/P cg∞ ]2
, (52)
where nl and nc are the concentrations of atoms in a microdrop and a microcrystal, respec-
tively, at the same pressure P . We set P lg∞ = ζ · P cg∞ , α¯cg = (1 + η)αlg, nc = (1 + ϑ)nl,
and (1 + η)3(1 + ϑ)−2 = (1 + φ)2. Here, P lg∞ and P
cg
∞ are the equilibrium pressures on the
gas-liquid and gas-crystal curves, respectively. As a rule, |η|, |ϑ| ≪ 1. Therefore, |φ| ≪ 1 as
well. Relation (52) implies that inequality (51) holds at
P/P cg∞ > ζ
1+φ
φ . (53)
That is, at T → 0 the rate of formation of liquid nuclei is much higher than that for crystal
nuclei, if the gas is isothermally compressed at a pressure P exceeding P cg∞ by ζ
1+φ
φ times.
The quantity α¯cg can be estimated in the following way. By the rate of formation of crystal
nuclei in a liquid, we can find α¯cl: usually, α¯cl ≈ (0.1 ÷ 0.2)αgl (for temperatures close to
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the melting one; see Table III.1 in [54]). It is natural to assume that α¯cg = αgl + c˜α¯cl, where
c˜ ≃ −1, if the density of a crystal is less than that of a liquid, and c˜ ≃ 1 in the opposite case.
For most substances, the crystal is denser than the liquid (ϑ ≃ 0.1). Therefore, we expect
for them that α¯cg ≈ αgl + α¯cl, i.e., η ≃ 0.15. However, for some substances (e.g., ice) η and
ϑ are significantly different and can be negative. For the characteristic values η = 0.15 and
ϑ = 0.1, we get φ ≈ 0.1, and (53) gives P/P cg∞ > ζ11. For the inert elements, the triple point
corresponds to P3 ∼ 1 atm. Therefore, at T ≪ T3 we have P cg∞ ≪ 1 atm. According to the
analysis in Sect. 3, at T ≪ T3 the value of ζ is close to 1. Therefore, the pressure P > ζ11P cg∞
at which the gas should condense into droplets is quite achievable.
It was asserted in some works [78, 84] that, for the vapor–crystal and vapor–liquid tran-
sitions, one needs to set B = B′eCq/(kbT ) in formula (45). Here, the constant C depends on
the mechanism (|C| ≃ 1), q is the latent heat of sublimation or evaporation, and B′ may
slightly depend on T. Above, we neglected the factor eCq/(kbT ). This is justified, if the phase
transition occurs at a not too high supersaturation (in this case, the critical radius r is large,
and so, W ≫ |C|q).
For the surface mechanism of formation of nuclei, the formulae are significantly more
complicated, especially for crystalline nuclei. In the last case, the work Wc depends also on
the relationship of the crystalline structures of a nucleus and the substrate [76, 78, 80, 82, 84].
We did not make estimates for this case. Most likely, the ratio P/P cg∞ is not too different from
(53). Therefore, if the microstructures of the wall and crystal nuclei are strongly different
and the wall is very smooth, we may expect that at the pressure P > (2÷ 3)P cg∞ the surface
formation of liquid nuclei is more probable, than the surface formation of crystal nuclei. In
this case, the gas should condense into a liquid when compressed. Moreover, if atoms of a gas
interact weakly with atoms of the walls, then the bulk formation of nuclei (drops or crystals)
should be more intense, as compared with the formation of nuclei on the walls.
Our analysis is rather crude, but the main conclusions are apparently qualitatively right.
Thus, the experiment on gas compression should be carried out with different walls of vessels
at several different temperatures T ≪ T3. The condensation of a gas into a liquid have to
be more probable than the crystallization, provided that (i) the microstructures of the wall
and crystal nuclei are significantly different (or atoms of the gas interact weakly with atoms
of the wall and relation (53) holds) and (ii) the gas is purified from impurities. The weak
interaction of atoms of a gas with walls can apparently be obtained if the walls are covered
by a microlayer of helium-II. Perhaps, this is the simplest way to obtain the underliquid.
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